
Mercedes-Benz Electric Intelligence Branded Elements Kit 

Item 
Illuminated Totem 
Floor & Vehicle Graphic Kit 

Per Piece Price 
$ 3,250.00 
$ 650.00 



Dimensions:  28" W x 86" H x 25" D

Assembly: No assembly needed.

Electrical Requirements: 
Comes with a 10' cord that plugs into a standard 110v outlet.  

Cleaning:   
Wash coated metal surfaces with a soft cloth soaked in detergent and warm  
water; rinse thoroughly. Remove scuff marks and scratches from high gloss  
coatings using automotive polishing compounds, either liquid or paste. After  
polishing, apply a pre-softened automotive paste wax to restore original sheen.   

Fabric insert: Machine wash with cold water and mild soap and tumble dry  
under low heat.

Lit Totem
Product
Specifications

 Illuminated double-sided  
iMBrite™ Edge fabric graphic  
lightbox with on/off switch

 Durable painted metal frame

 Dye sublimated fabric for  
vivid color graphics 

 Easy to change out fabric  
inserts with new graphics

 On locking casters for  
repositioning 

 No assembly needed
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Lit Totem
Product
Specifications
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Dimensions:   
Overall 260" W x 134" H, strip 8" W

Installation:  
See reverse side for detailed instructions.  

Cleaning:   
The surface is durable enough for hospitals and can be cleaned with  
most commercial floor cleaning solutions. Avoid over saturating.  

Removal:   
Lift a corner of the material and pull slowly at an angle of approximately  
45° to 75°. At an angle over 90° the adhesive is more likely to leave  
residue on the substrate. The temperature, along with the angle and  
speed at which you remove the vinyl,  prevents adhesive residue  
or damage to occur to the application surface. 

Floor Graphic
Product
Specifications

 Vibrant color printed with  
environment friendly  
latex ink  

 Non-slip laminate rated  
for floors

 Adheres to a variety of  
smooth floor surfaces

 Easy to clean
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Floor Graphic
Product
Specifications
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Installation: 
Graphics should be applied to a clean and dry surface. Ideal for a variety of 
smooth floor surfaces. We recommend acclimating the graphics to the same  
application temperature for a few hours before beginning the application process.   
1. Use care when transporting the graphic and removing the release liner. The 

graphic should not be bent or distorted because the film will not flatten after 
being creased.

2. The surface where the graphic is to be applied must be clean and free of dust 
and dirt particles. These types of inclusions may cause small air pockets in  
the image.

3. Prior to application, clean the surface with a soap and water mixture. Use  
a window squeegee to remove any excess water and wipe the edges dry  
with a lint-free cloth. Window cleaners or other chemical products are not 
recommended as they can leave streaks or residue on the surface.

4. A low tack tape, such as painter’s tape, can be used to position the graphic  
in the correct location and straight on the surface. Put a small piece of tape 
on the surface to help line up the top and side edges of the graphic.

5. Start by installing section A and then move on to sections B, C, D, E and F in  
that order. Each panel will overlap the previous panel by .5". 

5.  Do not completely remove the release liner before starting the application  
process. Pull it back a few inches on the edge of the graphic and fold the 
release liner to create a hinge.

6. Position the graphic’s exposed adhesive in the location that was marked 
beforehand with the tape. With a felt pad, apply the edge of the graphic to 
the surface. Work toward the opposite edge of the graphic, slowly pulling the 
release liner to gradually expose the adhesive and working from top to bottom 
as the graphic is installed.

7. When installing the graphic, carefully work out any air bubbles with a felt pad. 
The graphic can be pulled back and re-installed, if needed. It can also be 
re-positioned during installation.    
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Dimensions:   
Door decal: 30" W x 17.13" H 

License plates: 12" W x 6" H

Installation:  
Door decal: See reverse side for detailed instructions. 
License plates: Screw onto vehicle license plate holder with screws (not provided). 
Front plate is optional depending on state.   

Cleaning:   
Can be cleaned with most commercial cleaning solutions. Avoid over saturating.  

Door Decal Removal:   
Lift a corner of the material and pull slowly at an angle of approximately  
45° to 75°. At an angle over 90° the adhesive is more likely to leave  
residue on the substrate. The temperature, along with the angle and  
speed at which you remove the vinyl,  prevents adhesive residue  
or damage to occur to the application surface. 

Vehicle  
Graphics
Product
Specifications

 Vibrant color printed with  
environment friendly  
latex ink  

 Easy to apply

 Easy to clean
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Vehicle  
Graphics
Product
Specifications
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Door Decal Installation: 
Graphics should be applied to a clean and dry surface. We recommend  
acclimating the graphics to the same application temperature for a few hours 
before beginning the application process.   
1. Use care when transporting the graphic and removing the release liner. The 

graphic should not be bent or distorted because the film will not flatten after 
being creased.

2. The surface where the graphic is to be applied must be clean and free of dust 
and dirt particles. These types of inclusions may cause small air pockets in  
the image.

3. Prior to application, clean the surface with a soap and water mixture. Use  
a window squeegee to remove any excess water and wipe the edges dry  
with a lint-free cloth. Window cleaners or other chemical products are not 
recommended as they can leave streaks or residue on the surface.

4. A low tack tape, such as painter’s tape, can be used to position the graphic  
in the correct location and straight on the surface. Put a small piece of tape 
on the surface to help line up the top and side edges of the graphic.

5.  Do not completely remove the release liner before starting the application  
process. Pull it back a few inches on the edge of the graphic and fold the 
release liner to create a hinge.

6. Position the graphic’s exposed adhesive in the location that was marked 
beforehand with the tape. With a felt pad, apply the edge of the graphic to 
the surface. Work toward the opposite edge of the graphic, slowly pulling the 
release liner to gradually expose the adhesive and working from top to bottom 
as the graphic is installed.

7. When installing the graphic, carefully work out any air bubbles with a felt pad.     
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